Homework Formatting Reminders

1. Your solution should be neat and easy to follow.

2. **Number each problem.** If your homework has five parts, then your solution for each of these five parts should be clearly marked.

3. **Put problems in order.** Problem 1 should be presented before part 2, and so on. I will no longer grade homework assignments where the problems are out of order.

4. **Staple** your papers together.

5. **Label contour plots** - von Mises or SEQV, displacement in x or Sx, total deflection or USUM, . . .

6. **Be quantitative when comparing results;** compute % differences between results when practical.

7. **Fold your paper and write your name on the outside** (below where the back side of the staple come through the paper).

8. **Include your pledge statement** on the outside below your name.